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Chartrand, Kaugars and Lick F, roved that every critically/t-connected graph contains a ~ertex 
of degree not exceeding 3h - 1. We prove here that there are two such veifiees. Moreover for 
every h (h ~ 3)there is a criticaliy h-connected graph having exactly two vertices of degree not 
exceeding ~h- 1. 
1. Introduction 
We use terminology and notations of Berge [1]. A graph G=(V,E)  is 
h-connected if for every A c V with IAt< h, Gv-A is connected (where Gv-A is 
the subgraph of G induced by V -A) .  The conneciivity of G is 
K(G) -~ Max(h: G is h-connected). 
The graph G is critically h-connected if ~(G)= h and for every x ~ V, K(Gv_~)= 
h- l .  
Let G = (V, E) be a ~,raph and A c V. We use the following notations. 
N(A)=F(A) -A ;  ,~ = V- (AUN(A) ) .  
Suppose G is connected and noneomplete. The set A is a cut-set of G if Gv-,~ is 
not connected. A cut-set of G with cardinality K(G) is called a minimum cut-set 
of G. The set A is said to be a fragment of G if .S, 7~ ~ and IN(A)I = KtG) (i.~. if 
N(A)  is a minimum cut-set of G). Observe that A is a fragment of G if and only 
if A is so. Let A be a fragment and let N(A)= T. We will say that A is a 
fragment with respect o T. A fragment containing no other fragment as a proper 
subset is called an end. A fragment with minimal cardinality is called an atom. A 
funaamental property of atoms is the following. 
Theorem A (Mader [6])~ Let G be a connected graph, A be an atom of G and T be 
a miniml~m cut-set e[ G. I f  A f l  TT~ (~, then A c T and Iml - 1 , 
A generalization of this tt~eorem to the case of digraphs is proved in [4]. 
Chartrand, Kaugars and Lick proved in [2] that a critically h-connected graph 
contains at least a vertex of degree not exceeding ~h-1 .  A short proof for this 
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result is obtained by Mader in [5], using Theorem A. Nebesky proved in [7] that a 
critically 2-connected graph of order ~>6 contains at least four vertices of degree 
2. Entringer and Slater proved in [3] that every critically 3-connected graph 
contains at least *,wo vertices of degree 3. The above two results generalize the 
result of Chartrand, Kaugars and Lick for h = 2 :rod h = 3 respectively. We prove 
in this paper that a critically h-connected graph contains at least wo vertices of 
degree not exceeding 3h-1.  We construct a critically h-connected graph with 
exactly two vertices of degree not exceeding ~h - 1 for h ~ 3. 
Our method uses, among many properties of fragments, Mader Theorem A and 
the following lemma. 
Lemma B (Mader [5]). Let A and B be two fragments of a connected graph O such 
that AAB¢0.  Then IBAN(A) I~IANN(B) I .  Moreover if A is an end not 
contained in B, then the above inequality is strict. 
We note that Lemma B is only implicit in [5]. A generalization f this lemma to 
the directed case is proved in [4]. 
2. Some properties of fragmenls 
We prove in this section some properties of fragments of graphs. We use some 
methods related to those of our paper [4] and those used by Mader [5, 6]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G=(V, E) be a graph, A and B be two subset., o]"V such that 
N(A) --- Nffit) and N(B) = N(B). Theaz 
IN(A N B) 1 + IN(fit O B)[ <~ [N(A)I + [N(B)I, 
iProof. We verify easily that 
N(A n B) c: ((A U N(A)) n (B U N(B)) - (An  B) 
=(N(A ) -  B)U(A fiN(B)). 
Similarly, 
N(A f'l/3) ¢ (N(fit) O/~) U (N(/~)- A). 
The lemma follows from the above twe relations easily. 
Lemma 2.2. Let A be ~n end o[ a noncomplete graph G=(V,  E) and F be a 
fragment of G not on:aining A. Then A n F --- 0 or A n F = O. 
ProoL Suppose A n F¢- ~. Then IN(A n F)[ > K(G), otherwise A O F would be a 
fragment of G (observe that A N F= fi, :f 0), wi,ich is a contradiction since A is an 
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end and A n F is a propel subset of A. By Lemma 2.1, we have 
IN(A n F)I + IN(A n le)l ~. IN(A)I + IN(F)I = 2K(G~. 
Using the above two relations, we have IN( ~. n ,/~)1 < ~(G). But fi, N/~= A :p 91. 
Thus A n 1 i5= ¢ (observe that K(G) = Min (IN~:A)I: A ,# 91 and A :p 91)). 
We say that a fragment A is a proper fragment if IAI~!At.  The proper 
fragments have the following property. 
Proposition 2,3, Let G = ( V; E) be a connected noncomplete graph, A be a proper 
end of G and F be a proper f agment of G not containing A. Thepz A n F -  91. 
Proof. Supposc A N F:/:0. By Lemma B, xw have IFN N(A)t~ ~,A N N(F)I ;rod 
If( n N(F)I<~ [FO N(A)[. Using Lemma 2.2, we have /7, N F= 0- It follows that 
!F'! = IPn AI +tleN N(A)I ~< IPN A! ' IA n NIF~I = IA -F I< iA  
(observe that A U N(A)U A is a partition of V). 
Similarly [//,I <IFI  • By addition we have 1,4! ~-[~;1< IAI+IFI, which is a con- 
tradiction since IAI<~ I/i I and IFI~< [/~l, 
Lemma 2,4. Let A and F be two fragments of a noncomplete graph G = (V, E) 
such that AcN(F) .  If fi~nF:pO and A qP:pO, then tA[~K(G).  
Proof. By Lemma B, applied to A and l ~, we have IAI = ]A f't N(F)!<~ [/~-N N(A) I. 
Similarly 1AI = IA N N(F)I<~IFA N(A) I. By addition we ha,'e 
21AI-< I#n N(A )l + IFn N(A) I ~< I N(A) I = ~(G). 
Lemmn 2,5. Let G = ( V, E) be a connected noncomplete graph, A be a fragment of 
G and T be a minimum c:~t-set of G containing A. If IA[ >½K(G), then there is a 
fragment B with respect to T such that IBI--<½K(G). 
Proof. Let C be a fragment with respect to T. Using Lemma 2.4, we have 
CA~, - -0  or CAA=0 We assume, without loss of generality, CA ,~= 0. 
Therefore C~N(A) .  If CAA=0,  then C~N(A) .  Hence CUCcN(A) .  It 
follows that ]CI~<½K(G) ol  1~I~½K(G). Suppose C'A//, :fi 0. By Lemma B, applied 
to (7 and fi,, we have 
IA I = IA n T[ = IA N N( C)I <<-]CA N(A )I 
~]N(A) -C[  = [N(A)[-[C] = K(G) -  ]el. 
It follows that ICI<½K(G). 
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3. C-~itlcally h-connected graphs 
We verify easily that a graph G is critically h-connected Jf and only if K(G) = h 
and the family of minimum cut-sets covers the vertex set of G. A graph 
G = (V, E) is said to be a maximal critically h-co-_nected graph if G is critically 
h-connected and if the graph obtained by addition of any edge net belonging to E 
is ~,ot critically h-connected. The following le,nma implies that every critically 
h-connected graph is a spanning subgraph of a maximal critically h-connected 
graph. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a critically h-connected graph and G' be the graFh obtained 
by addition of one edge to G. Then x(G') = h. 
Proof. We have clearly K (G ' )~K(G)=h.  Let T be a minimum cut-set of G 
containing a vertex incident o the added edge. We see easily that T is a cut-set of 
G', Therefore K(G')~ ITI = ~. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G = ( V, Z) be a maximal critically h-connected graph, x and y be 
two nonadjacent vertk~'~s of G. Then there is a fragment F of G such that x ~ F and 
ysP.  
Proof. By definition the graph G '= (V, E U {{x, y}}) is not critically h-connected. 
We see, using Lemma 3.1, that there is a vertex z~ V which belongs to no 
minimum cut-set of G'. Let T be a minimum cut-set of G containir~g z, We have 
TN{x, y}=¢, otherwise T would be a cut-set of O'. Let F be a fragment of G 
such that x E F and N(F)= T. Then y ~ F, otherwise T would a cut-set of G'. 
1Lemma 3.3. Let G = ( V, E) be a maximal critically h-connected graph, and B be 
an end of G. Then GB is a complete graph or ]B[<~½h. 
Proof. Suppose GB not complete. By Lemma 3.2, there is a fragment F such that 
FAB~O and PAB~0,  By Lemma 2.2, we have PN/3  = ~) and FN/3 =¢. Thus 
~c N(F). Using Lemma :2.4, we have IBI~½K(G)-~h. 
Proposition 3.4, Let G = ( V, E) be a maximal critically h-connected graph and A 
be an atom of G. Then there is a fragment For G such that F~ A and IF]~ ½K(G), 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. We prove the following. 
(1) There is an end B such that B~:N(A), B~ A and B~,~. 
Consider a minimum cut-set T of G such that A n T~ 0. By Mader Theorem 
A, A ~ T Let C be a fragment with respect to T, B~ and Bz be two ends 
contained in C and (~ respectively. We ha,'e Bzc~N(A) or Bz~tN(A), since 
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I/3~l >½K(G) and [B21 >½~¢~ G). We may assume without loss of generality B = B,. 
From the above construction, we see that /:/~ A and /3~'--A. 
(2) GB is a complete graph. 
By the last remark of (1) and Lemma 3.3, G8 is complete otherwise G would 
contain a fragment distinct from A with cardinality ~<~(G). 
Let (T~)~_<~_k be a minimum covering of B with minimum cut-sets. 
(3) k ~ 2. 
Suppose Bc  T I. By Lemma 2.5 (observe that IBI>½~fG)), there is a fragment 
A~ with respect to "F~ such that [A~I<~½~(G). This relation contradicts our 
hypothesis ince Al =P A (observe that B c N(A~) and B9 t N(A) by ( 1 )). 
(4) Let A~ be a fragment with respect to 7; such that A~DB=~i:  sucl- a 
fragment exists since Gs is a complete graph, i= 1 . . . . .  k. Thus Bc(A~U "/i), 
1 <~ i ~< k. Hence B n A. # 0, otherwise B c T~ contradicting the minimality of the 
covering. We have also B~Ai ,  otherwise (I}}j,, would be a covering of B. It 
follows, using Lemma 2.2, that B f"l A, = ~, i=  I . . . . .  k. Hence fit. c N(/3). There 
is p, 1 <~ p<~ k, such that Tp--P N(A)  (observe that Ti:/: T/for iJ:j, by the minimality 
of the covering). By our hypothesis ifi.pl>½~:(G). By Lemma 2.2, there is a 
fragment with respect to N(B) having a carclinality ~G) .  Therefore iBl~ < 
½K(G) or I /3t<~:(G) (since B is an end), a contradiction. This contradiction 
proves the proposition. 
l"i~eorem 3.5. Let G be a critically h-c'nnected graph. 77~en G comains two 
veetices of degree not exceeding 3h - 1. 
Proof. It is sutfit-ient o prove the theorem in the case ol a maximal critically 
h-connected graph. Let A be an atom of G. By Proposition 3, there is a fragment 
F~A such that IFI~<~K(GI. Let x~A and y~F-A .  We have d(y )~ < 
LF1 - 1 + IN(F)[ ~< ~h -- 1. Similarly we see that d(x) ~ 3h - 1. 
Let X and Y be two disjoint sets such that ]XI = [Y[ = h - 1 (h <~3}, x and y bc 
two distinct vertices uch that {x, y}D(XU Y) : I~. Consider a complete graph on 
X U Y. We construct a graph G by adding to the above complete graph thc 
vertices x and y such that 
N(x)= XU{y};  N(y)=YU{x}.  
The graph G is critically h-connected, since its vertex-set can be covered by two 
minimum cut-sets (XU{y} and YU{x}). The only vertices of G with degree not 
c.<ceeding ~h-  1 are x and y. 
Corollary 3.6 (Entringer and Slater [3]). In any criticaby 3-connected graph there 
are at least two vertices of degr:e 3. 
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